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Abstract 
In this paper, we introduce some concepts such as Minimal soft open sets, 
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1-Introduction  

In the years 2001 and 2003, F. Nakaoka and N. Oda [7] and [8] introduced and 

studied minimal open (resp. minimal closed) sets, which are subclasses of open 

(resp. closed) sets. The soft topological spaces and the concept of soft Hausdorff 

space have studied by Shabir and Naz in [10] They indicated that a soft 

topological space gives a parameterized family of topological spaces and 

introduced the concept of soft open sets, soft closed sets, In this paper, we 

introduce the concepts of Minimal soft open sets, Minimal soft open mapping  

and study the Minimal soft Hausdorff space ,Soft Minimal Hausdorff  Space and 

get some results about these concept. 

2. Preliminaries 

Definition 2.1. [4]Let U be an initial universe and H be a set of parameters. Let 

P(U) denote the power set of U and A be a non-empty subset of H . A pair (M,A) 

is called a soft set over U, where M is a mapping given by M : A →P(U). In 

other words, a soft set over U is a parameterized family of subsets of the 

universe U. For e  A, M(e) may be considered as the set of e-approximate 

elements of the soft set(M,A). Clearly, a soft set is not a set 

Definition 2.2. [11]For two soft sets (M,A) and (N, B) over a common universe 

U,(M, A) is a soft subset of (N,B), denoted by (M,A) 
~  (N,B), if A B  and e 
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A, M(e)   N(e). (M,A) is said to be a soft superset of (N,B), if (N,B) is a soft 

subsetof (M,A), (M,A)~ (N,B): 

Definition 2.3. [11]Two soft sets (M,A) and (N,B) over a common universe U 

are said to be soft equal if (M,A) is a soft subset of (N,B) and (N,B) is a soft 

subset of (M,A). 

Definition 2.4. [11] A soft set (M,A) over U is said to be a NULL soft set 

denoted by 
~

 if  for all e  A, M(e) = ø (null set). 

Definition 2.5. [11] A soft set (M,A) over U is said to be an absolute soft set 

denotedby  A
~

 if for all e  A, M(e) = U. Clearly 
~~

CA and AC ~~
 . 

Definition 2.6. [11] The union of two soft sets of (M,A) and (N,B) over the 

common universe U is the soft set (R,C), where C = A B and for all e  C, 

R(e) = 

           
           

                

  

 

We write (M,A)~ (N,B) = (R,C). 

Definition 2.7. [6] The intersection (R,C) of two soft sets (M,A) and (N,B) over 

a common universe U, denoted (M,A)
~

 (N,B), is defined as C = A B, and R(e) 

=M(e)   N(e) for all e  C. 

Definition 2.8. [10] Let (M,H) be a soft set over X and xX. We say thatx ~

(M,E) read as x belongs to the soft set (M,H) whenever x  M(e) for all e  

H.Note that for any xX, x ~  (M,H) ,if x  M(α) for some αH. 

Definition 2.9. [10] Let (M,H) be a soft set over X and Y be a non-empty subset 

of X. Then the subsoft set of (M,H) over Y denoted by (MY,H), is defined as 

follows MY(e) = Y M(e), for all e H, In other words (MY,H) = 
~~

Y (M,H). 

Definition 2.10. [10] Let T be the collection of soft sets over X, then T is said 

tobe a soft topology on X if 

    (1) 
~

, X
~

 belong to T 

(2) the union of any number of soft sets in T belongs to T 

(3) the intersection of any two soft sets in T belongs to T . 

The triplet (X,T,H) is called a soft topological space over X 

Proposition 2.11.[10] Let (X, T,H) be a soft space over X. Then 

i) 
~

, X
~

are closed soft set over X. 

ii) The intersection of any number of soft closed sets is a soft closed set over X. 

iii) The union of any two soft closed sets is a soft closed set over X. 

Definition 2.12. [10] Let (X,T,H) be a soft space over X then the nembers of T 

are said to be soft open sets in X . 
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Definition 2.13. [10] Let (X,T,H) be a soft topological space over X and  x, y  

X such that x   y .If there exist soft open sets (M,H) and (N,H)  such that x~

(M,H) ,y ~ (N,H) and (M,H) 
~

 (N,H)= 
~

,then (X,T,H) is called a soft 

Hausdorff space. 

Definition 2.14. [10] Let X be an initial universe set, H be the set of parameters 

and let T be the collection of all soft sets which can be defined over X. Then T is 

called the soft discrete topology on X and (X,T,H) is said to be a soft discrete 

space over X. 

Definition 2.15. [10] Let (X,T,H) be a soft space over X. A soft set (M,H) over X 

is said to be a soft closed set in X, if its relative complement (M,H)' belongs toT. 

Definition 2.16. [10] Let (X,T,H) be a soft topological space over X and Y be a 

non-empty subset of X. Then TY = {(MY ,H); (M,H)  T} is said to be the soft 

relative topology on Y and (Y,TY ,H) is called a soft subspace of (X,T,H). We 

can easily verify that TY   is in fact, a soft topology on Y . 

Definition 2.17.[9] Let (X,T,H) and (Y,T ′,H) be soft topological spaces and f : 

(X,T,H )  (Y,T ′,H) be a soft mapping. Then the mapping f is a soft  open 

(closed) if   f (M,H) is a soft open (closed) in (Y,T ′,H) for every soft open 

(closed) set (M ,H) of (X, T, H ). 

Lemma 2.18.[5] Let (X,T,H) be a soft topological space and (M,H) be a soft set 

on X, then the following statements are equivalent for any x~ X 

1-  x ),( HM 

2- (M,H) 
~

 (N,H) 
~

 for each (N,H) T such that x~ (N,H). 

Definition 2.19.[3] Let (X,T,H) and (Y,T ′,H)be soft topological spaces and let  f 

: (X,T,H )  (Y,T ′,H) be a soft mapping.We say that f is a soft continuous 

mapping (with respect to the soft topologies Tand T ′) if for each f
 -1

(N,H) ~ T 

(N,H) T ′ (i.e., the inverse of a soft open set is a soft open set).  

Definition 2.20.[1] A soft topological space (X,T,H) is said to be soft compact if 

each soft open cover of (X,H) has a finite subcover. 

Remark 2.21.[12] 

1- Every soft compact subspace of a soft Hausdorff space is soft closed. 

2- Every closed subspace of soft compact space is soft compact. 

Definition 2.22. [2] Let ( ,T, H) and ( , T ′,H) be two soft topological spaces, 

and let   :   →   be a mapping. If   is a bijection, soft continuous and   -1
 is a 

soft continuous mapping, then   is said to be soft homeomorphism from   to 

 .When a homeomorphism   exists between   and  , we say that   is soft 

homeomorphic to  . 
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.sdorff spaceMinimal soft open set and Minimal soft Hau 3.

 

Definition 3.1 

A proper non empty soft open (closed) subset (M,H) of a soft topological   

(X,T,H) is said to be minimal soft open (closed) set if any soft open (closed) 

set which is contained in (M,H) is 
~

or (M,H). 

  Example 3.2. 

Let X be a non empty set ,let E={e1,e2} and T={
~

, ,
~
X  (M,H)} where M (e1) = ø, 

M (e2) = X ,Then (X,T,H) is a soft topological space ,it easy to see  that (M,H) is 

minimal soft open set. 

Theorem 3.3.   

Every minimal soft open set is a soft open set. 

Proof: The proof  is obvious.  

Lemma 3.4. 

1-  Let (M,H) be a minimal soft open set and (N,H) be a soft open set . Then 

(M,H) 
~

 (N,H)= 
~

or  (M,H) ~  (N,H)  

2- Let (M,H) and (N,H)be a minimal soft open sets .Then (M,H) 
~

(N,H)= 
~

or  

(M,H) =(N,H)  

Proof:- 

1- let (N,H) be a soft open set such that (M,H) 
~

 (N,H)  
~

,Since (M,H) be a 

minimal soft open set and (M,H) 
~

 (N,H) ~  (M,H) .We have (M,H) 
~

 (N,H) 

=(M,H) ,Therefore  (M,H) ~  (N,H) . 

2- If (M,H) 
~

 (N,H)  
~

,Then we see that  (M,H) ~  (N,H)  and (N,H) ~  (M,H) 

by (1),Therefore (M,H) = (N,H) . 

  

Lemma 3.5.  

Let (X,T,H) be a soft topological space and (Y,TY,H) be a soft open subspace 

(X,T,H) . If (N,H) is minimal soft open set in Y , If (N,H) = ),(
~~

HMY  , For some 

(M,H)T .                                                                    Proof: 

Let (Y,TY,H) be a soft open subspace of a soft topological space (X,T,H) . 

Suppose(N,H) is a minimal soft open set in Y, Which implies (N,H) is a soft open 

set in Y,By definition of soft subspace we have (N,H) = ),(
~~

HMY   ,to prove 

(M,H) is minimal soft open set in X,Suppose (M,H) is not minimal soft open set 

in X ,then there exist a soft open set (S,H) in X such that 
~

),( HS is proper 

subset of (M,H),Consider YHS
~

),(  .Now we have (S,H) ~  (M,H) this mean 
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),(
~~

),,(),(
~~

HSYalsoHNHMY    is a soft open set in Y,There fore (N,H) can 

not be a minimal soft open set in Y,Which is contradiction,Therefore  (M,H) 

must be minimal soft open set in X.                                                                          

Definition 3.6.  

Let (X, T, H) and (Y, T ′, H) be soft topological spaces and f : (X, T, H )  (Y, T 

′, H) be a mapping. Then the mapping f is a minimal soft open map if    f (M,H) 

is a minimal soft open set in (Y, T ′, H) for every minimal soft open set (M ,H) of 

(X, T, H ).  

 .Example 3.7 

Let  X={x1 , x2 , x3 } ,Y={y1 ,y2 } and H={e1 ,e2 } and T={ ,
~

,
~
X (M1,H), 

(M2,H),(M3,H)} ,T '= { ,
~

,
~
Y (N1,E),(N2,E)} be two soft topologies ,The soft sets 

are defined as follow: 

M1(e1)={x1 ,x2 }, M1(e2)={x3} M2(e1)=X  , M2(e2)={x3} and 

N1(e1)=Y , M1(e2)={y2} M2(e1)= {y1}  , M2(e2)={y2}                                   if we 

get the mapping f : (X, T, H )  (Y, T ′, H) defined as:                   

        f (x1)={y1}, f (x2)= f (x3)={y2} 

it is clear that f (M1)(e1)=Y, f (M1)(e2)={y2}, f (M2)(e1)=Y, f (M2)(e2)={y2} 

hence the mapping f : (X, T, H )  (Y, T ′, H)is soft minimal open mapping.  

 Definition 3.8.   

Let (X,T,H) be a soft topological space and  x , y X such that x y. If there 

exists a minimal soft open sets (M,H) and (N,H) such that x~ (M,H) ,y ~ (N,H)  

and (M,H) 
~

 (N,H)= 
~

,then (X,T,H) is called a minimal soft Hausdorff space   

                                                                                          

Theorem 3.9.   

Every minimal soft Hausdorff space is a soft Hausdorff space. 

Proof:- 

Let (X,T,H) be a minimal soft Hausdorff space ,to prove (X,T,H) is a soft 

Hausdorff space.Let x,y X such that x y.Since (X,T,H) be a minimal soft 

Hausdorff space, there exists a minimal soft open sets (M,H) and (N,H) such 

that x~ (M,H) ,y ~ (N,H) and (M,H) 
~

 (N,H)= 
~

.Since every minimal soft open 

set is a soft open sets (M,H) and (N,H) are soft open set in (X,T,H) such that 

(M,H) 
~

 (N,H)= 
~

 .Hence (X,T,H) is a soft Hausdorff space.                             

                                                               

Remark 3.10. 

The converse of the theorem 3.2 need not be troue 

Theorem 3.11. 
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Let (X,T,H) be a soft topological space. Then the following statements are 

equivalent:- I) (X,T,H) be a minimal soft Hausdorff space II) there  exists a 

minimal soft open set (M,H) such that x~ (M,H) ,y ~ ),( HM  all for x , y X and 

x y.                                                                                                  

    (Proof:- (I→II 

Let x , y  X  such that x y Since (X,T,H) be a minimal soft Hausdorff space, 

there exists a minimal soft open sets (M,H) and (N,H) such that x~ (M,H) ,y ~

(N,H) and (M,H) 
~

 (N,H)= 
~

and by lemma (2.18) we have y ~ ),( HM  . 

II→I)) 

 Let (M,H) be minimal soft open set and x~ (M,H) ,y ~ ),( HM  all for x , y  X ,  

( x y ) , take ),(),( HMXHN   ,Since y ~ ),( HM  ,We have y ~ (N,H) and so 

(M,H) 
~

 (N,H)= 
~

.Hence (X,T,H) be a minimal soft Hausdorff space. 

Theorem 3.12. 

A soft subspace (Y,TY,H) of a minimal soft Hausdorff space (X,T,H) is a minimal 

soft Hausdorff space. 

Proof:- 

Let  x , y Y  such that  x y, then x , y  X  such that x y. Hence there exists a 

minimal soft open sets (M,H) and (N,H) in X  such that x~ (M,H) ,y ~ (N,H) and 

(M, H) 
~

 (N, H) = 
~

  .It  follows that  x (M ,H)(e) ,  y (N,H)(e) and(M,H) 

(e)   (N,H)(e)=   for all eE, This implies that xY  (M,H)(e) , yY  

(N,H)(e) and (M,H) (e) (N,H)(e) =  for all eE by lemma(3,5). We have x 
~

 

(M,H) = (MY,H), y Y 
~

 (N,H)=(NY,H) , Where (MY, H) , (NY, H) are minimal 

soft open  set in Y ,  Therefore (Y,TY,H) of a minimal soft Hausdorff space .                                                                          

  

Theorem 3.13. 
If f :(X,T,H)→(Y,T

 '
,H) is a bijection, minimal soft open map and X  is minimal 

soft Hausdorff space thenY   is also minimal soft Hausdorff space. 

Proof:- 

Let f :(X,T,H)→(Y,T
 '
,H) is a bijection,minimal soft open map and X  is minimal 

soft Hausdorff space, Let y1,y2 Y such that y1 y2 ,Since f is bijection there 

exist x1,x2  X with x1 x2 such that f(x1)=y1, f(x2)=y2 , Since X  is minimal soft 

Hausdorff space   there exists a minimal soft open sets (M,H) and (N,H) inT  

such that x1
~ (M,H) ,x2

~ (N,H) and (M,H) 
~

 (N,H)= 
~

 for all eE, x1 

(M,H)(e) , x2 (N,H)(e) and(M,H) (e)   (N,H)(e) =  , This mean f(x1) = y1  
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f((M,H)(e)) , f (x2) = y2  f ((N,H) (e))  .Hence y1
~ f ((M,H)), y2

~  f ((N,H)) ,since 

f is minimal soft open ,then f (M,H), f (N,H) T ',Since f is injective f ((M,H)) 
~

 

f ((N,H))=                 f ((M,H) 
~

(N,H))=
~

,Thus (Y,T
 '
,H)is minimal soft 

Hausdorff space.                  

 Soft Minimal Hausdorff Space-4 

Definition 4.1. 

Let (X,T1,H) be a soft Hausdorff Space , Then (X,T1,H) is said to be Soft  

Minimal Hausdorff Space if and only if (X,T2,H) not be a soft Hausdorff  Space 

for any soft topology T2 over X such that T2 
~ T1.  

Example 4.2. 

        Let (X,T,H) be a soft discrete space over X .Then (X,T,H) is a soft  

Hausdorff  space  and  (Y,TY,H) is a soft subspace of a soft (X,T,H)  

let Y={x,y} , H={e1,e2} ,TY ={ ,
~

,
~
X (M1,H),(M2,H),(M3,H)} such that      

M1(e1)=X, M2(e1) ={x}, M3(e1) ={x}, M1(e2) ={y} M2(e2) =X, M3(e2) ={y}                

(Y,TY,H) is not soft Hausdorff space  , since x , yY, x y but there is no open 

soft sets such that x(M,H) ,y(N,H) and  (M,H) ~ (N,H) =
~

   

Therefore (X,T,H) is  soft minimal Hausdorff space. 

  

Proposition 4.3. 

Let  f : (X,T,H)→(Y,T
 '
,H) be a soft continuous mapping and let (M,H) be a soft 

compact over (X,T,H),Then f (M,H) is a soft compact set over         (Y,T
 '
,H). 

Proof: 

Let {Wi}iI  be a family of soft open sets over (Y,T
 '
,H)  such that   f (M,H)~  

iIi W~  by the soft continuity of f ,we get that  {f 
-1

 (Wi)}i I is a family of soft 

open sets over (X,T,H) .                                                                     We have 

(M,H) ~  f
 -1 

(f (M,H)) ~   f
 -1

( iIi W~  ) = )(~ 1

iIi Wf 

  ,from 

 the soft compactness of (M,H) ,there exist i1 , i2 , i3 ,….., in I  

  Such that                                                                                      (M,H) ~   f
 

-1
( 1iW ) )(~........~)(~ 1

2

1

ini WfWf     

By the above we obtain  

(M,H) ~  f ( f
 -1

( 1iW ) iniiini WWWWfWf   ~......~~~))(~........~)(~
21

1

2

1 f  

Thus f (M,H) is a soft compact set over (Y,T
 '
,H). 

 . Proposition 4.4 
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Let (X,T,H) be a soft compact space and (Y,T
 '
,H) be a soft Hausdroff space if f 

:(X,T,H)→(Y,T
 '
,H) is a soft continuous mapping ,then f is a soft closed 

mapping.  

Proof: 

Let (M,H) be a soft closed set over soft topological space (X,T,H) ,Since (X,T,H) 

is a soft compact space ,then (M,H) is a soft compact by (2.20(2)) and by 

(Proposition 4.3) f (M.H) is a soft compact set over a soft topological space 

(Y,T
 '
,H) Since (Y,T

 '
,H)  is a soft Hausdroff space ,then f (M,H) is a soft closed 

set over (Y,T
 '
,H) (2.20(1)) ,Therefore f is soft closed mapping.   

 .Theorem 4.5 

Every soft Hausdroff space ,soft compact is soft Minimal Hausdorff space  

Proof: 

Let (X,T,H) be a soft Hausdorff space and soft compact  ,to prove (X,T,H) be a 

soft Minimal Hausdorff space , 

Suppose that (X,T,H) not  be a soft Minimal Hausdorff space ,then there exist a 

soft topology T
 
' over (X,T,H) such that T

 
'~ T and  (X,T

 '
,H) is a soft Hausdorff 

space ,  

Let  IX : (X,T,H)→(X,T
 '
,H) defined by IX (M,H) = (M,H)  (M,H) 

~ ( X ,T,H) 

clearly IX is a soft continuous ,bijective and by (Proposition 4.4)  is a soft closed 

map Hence IX  is a soft Homeomorphism,this mean T=T
 

' which is a 

contradiction, Therefore (X,T,H) is a soft Minimal Hausdorff space 

Lemma 4.6. 

Let f :(X,T,H)→(Y,T
 '
,H) be a soft continuous mapping and T={ f

 -1
 (M,H) : 

(M,H) ~  T
 
'} if (Y,T

 '
,H)  is a soft Hausdroff space then (X,T

 
,H)  is a soft 

Hausdroff space. 

Theorem4.7. 

If (X,T,H) is a soft Minimal Hausdorff space and f :(X,T,H)→(Y,T
 '

,H) is 

bijective and soft open ,then  (Y,T
 '
,H) is a soft Minimal Hausdorff space. 

Proof :  

Let  (X,T,H) be a soft Minimal Hausdorff space and let  f : (X,T,H) → (Y,T
 '
,H) 

is a soft Homeomorphism, to prove that (Y,T
 '
,H) is a soft Minimal Hausdorff 

space,Suppose that (Y,T
 '
,H) not be  a soft Minimal Hausdorff space,then there 

exist T
 
' over (Y,T ',H) such that T1'

~ T this mean  (Y,T
 '
,H) is a soft Hausdorff 

space , 

Let  IY :(Y,T,H)→(Y,T1
'
,H) defined by IY (M,H)=(M,H)  (M,H)~ (Y,T,H) 

Let g=IY ᵒ f : (X,T,H)→(Y,T1
'
,H) ,since (Y,T1

'
,H) is a soft Hausdroff space then 

T1={ g
 -1

 (N,H) : (N,H) ~  T1'} is soft topology soft Hausdroff space on (X,T,H) 
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by (lemma4.6), This mean T1~ T which is a contradiction , Therefore (Y,T
 '
,H)  

is a soft Minimal Hausdroff space.  
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